Name: ______________________________________________

Weeks of: ______________________________________________________

Please complete the following after two weeks of classroom instruction. Use the rubric provided to determine your score. Explanations are
required and should provide specific examples that justify your score.
Category

Behavior

Score
My Score:

Teacher’s
Score:

My Score:

Collaboration

Teacher’s
Score:

My Score:

Preparation

Teacher’s
Score:

My Score:
Work
Completion

Teacher’s
Score:

Rubric
4—I help create a positive environment for learning
3—I demonstrate maturity
 I am respectful to others and the learning environment
 I follow rules and instructions
 I take personal responsibility
2—I possess all the attributes of a 3 but need prompting or am
inconsistent
1—I need more intervention and prompting
0—Even with prompting, I choose not to display attributes of a 3
4—I exhibit positive leadership. I have strong communication skills
and take on leadership roles
3—I work well with others
 I stay on task in groups
 I am accountable to do my part in a timely manner
 I communicate effectively and respectfully
2—I possess all the attributes of a 3 but need prompting or am
inconsistent
1—I need more intervention and prompting
4—By my actions, I encourage other people to be involved in what
we are learning. I contribute in a way that is above and beyond
expectations and lead discussion
3—I am prepared (have materials, on time to class). I independently
take notes, contribute to activities and am focused during class
2—I possess all the attributes of a 3 but need prompting or am
inconsistent
1—I need more intervention and prompting
0—Even with prompting, I choose not to display attributes of a 3
4—My work is completed, turned in, and is my best effort (all work
this week was turned in on time)
3—My work is completed and turned in, but is not my best effort
2—I possess all the attributes of a 3 but need prompting or am
inconsistent
1—I need more intervention and prompting
0—Even with prompting, I choose not to display attributes of a 3

Briefly Explain Why I Earned This Grade

Name: ______________________________________________

Week of: ______________________________________________________

Please complete this page daily within the first five minutes of class. Once we reach Friday of the second week, complete the
opposite side and hand in to the teacher.
Day:
Behavior
Entered Classroom Quietly
In Seat On Time
Preparation
Writing Utensil
Planner (completed)
Learning Journal
Learning Targets
Reading Material
Work Completion
Homework
Warm-up Complete

Key
X
A
#

Met criteria
Did not meet criteria
Absent
No School

M

T

W

R

F

M

T

W

R

F

Totals
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

